
Supporting reading & writing at home 

Use all ideas below as a basic guide. Adapt and modify to suit your child’s level. 

Repeat them until they can confidently complete without support. Email 

admin@flamsteadend.herts.sch.uk with any further questions. 

You will need: - Paper – Pencil/ pen – Music  

Write each letter of the alphabet on pieces of paper, in lower and uppercase – 

preserve these sets as best as you can. Make double letters if needed for 

letters of the name etc. 

Name practise: Write the letters of your child’s name (spaced out) 

- Cut the letters up and hide them in nearby places 

- Challenge your child to find their letters before the music runs out 

- The children can choose their favourite song or you choose something 

fun. 

- Once they have found all of the letters, they need to put them in the 

write order. 

- *Extra challenge* Can they copy the letters to write their name. Or can 

they turn the letters over and gradually write their name independently.  

Lowercase vs. Uppercase: to support letter and sound recognition  

- Select 5 letters of the alphabet at a time (this can be in alphabetical 

order or random) 

- Mix up the upper/ lower case letters and set them out across table or 

floor space.  

- Play a game of match. Turn 2 cards over at a time to see if they are both 

the letter ‘a’ e.g.  A and a     B and b  

Alphabet: it is always helpful for children to know letters of the alphabet, not 

just sing it. 

- Select 5-10 letters of the alphabet (alphabetical order)  

- Ensure letters are faced up. 

- Play a fun timer sound or music, if helpful as an incentive.  

- Can children order the letters before time/ music finishes. 

- Make this easier by having them in order with 1 or 2 wrong, then gradually 

allow all letters to be in a muddle.  
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CVC word search: identifying initial sounds/ supporting blending 

- Lay out letters in a 3 x 3 OR  5 x 5 grid on paper  

- Start with word time 1.1 words (a document has been emailed with a list 

of words for word time 1.1 – 1.7) 

- Choose 2 / 4 different words e.g. sat, dad, an, mat (dependent on how big 

your word search will be. 

- Write these words on a separate piece of paper like a checklist 

- Then set the words out within a word search for them to easily find and 

cross off.  E.g.  

 

 

 

Phonics + rhyme: supporting blending + rhyme awareness 

- Use a toilet or kitchen roll tube 

- Google ‘CVC rhyming string’ for ideas on word endings to use such as ‘ot’, 

‘at’ or ‘en’. 

- Cut the tube into 2 parts and write intial sounds (see picture) on the 

smaller part of tube.  

- Place tube over a stick or straw etc to then rotate to make different 

words 

- *Challenge* purposely write an initial sound that will not make a ‘real’ 

word to see if children can blend an unfamiliar word and recognise it as 

incorrect. 

 

e d a d w  

s i  g a n 

a u y f o 

t m a t n 

 

Words: 

- sat 

- an 

- mat 

- dad 

 



Stepping stones: developing blending/ reading skills 

- Using your alphabet cards, select CVC words for children to read. (Google 

phase 2 words or see our word time words document for ideas.) 

- Write the words out on to pieces of paper, then lay the corresponding 

sounds out across the floor, acting as stepping stones.  

- Child chooses a word, segment and blend the sounds (model if they are 

incorrect)  

- Children then need to find and jump to the sounds in the correct order to 

make the word. 

- * To challenge* take the word away and encourage children to squeeze 

sounds out on their ‘Fred fingers’.  

Daily handwriting: 

- Select 2- 3 letters from the alphabet to practise writing  

- Prioritise letters from their name if they are unable to form clearly yet.  

- Model correct formation (see starter pack given at the beginning of 

reception for the sheet on how to form letters – email if you cannot 

locate this) 

- Children to practise writing the letter for 1 minute, ask them to circle 

their favourite one.  

- Provide sensory opportunities to practise writing letters such as a plate 

with flour, rice, sprinkles or sand.  

- Or make salt dough (1 cup flour, 1.2 cup salt, 1 cup water), children can 

roll the letter shape out or make the shape in the dough using their 

finger etc.  

 


